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sup portive and positive the experience felt, and the seminar helped her understand she was ultimately 
responsible for her interactions with others.

“I wanted to grow, but I went in thinking, ‘What could they possibly teach me?’” she said. “I loved all 
the specifics, and all the daily themes and the tools that followed. I had a lot of aha moments.”

In 2016, 272 people completed seminars through Wings, and La Clinica 
expects that number to grow in 2017 as more  
community leaders and patients join in. 

REACH US: Phone: 541-535-6239; Mail: 3617 S. Pacific Hwy., Medford, OR 97501; Website: www.laclinicahealth.org; Facebook: facebook.com/laclinicahealth
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“I wanted to grow, but I went in 

thinking, ‘What could they possibly  

teach me?’” she said. “I loved 

all the specifics, and all the daily 

themes and the tools that followed. 

I had a lot of aha moments.”
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Behavioral care everywhere

Mental health experts join care teams
Jessica Knuepel was feeling down last fall 
after the birth of her child and decided to see if she 
could get help at the doctor’s office. Her doctor, Dan 
Sengenberger at West Medford Health Center,  
did something that once would have been unusual.

“He immediately brought in Heather,” recalled 
Knuepel.

Heather Starbird is a behavioral health clinician, one 
of several now employed at La Clinica's community 
health centers. These master's-level employees are 
licensed to provide mental health care and work as 
part of care teams. Physicians often encounter issues 
that aren't strictly medical in nature, and now in those 
cases they can collaborate with a behavioral health  
clinician. The issues can be as simple as providing  
support through a rough patch or as complex as 
addressing major mental illness. 

In Knuepel’s case, the recently separated mother of 
three needed to learn to make time to care for her 

own health and well-being in all the demands of life. 
She meets with Heather every other week and recently 
stopped taking antidepressants.

“It’s been a lot of support. I don’t feel so alone,” she 
said. “She helps me to see I’m carrying a lot that I 
don’t give myself credit for.”

Behavioral issues often emerge during primary-care  
visits and affect nearly one of five Americans, leading 
to healthcare costs of $57 billion annually, on  
par with cancer, according to the Commonwealth 
Fund, a private, nonpartisan research group. These 
conditions may be even more common among low-
income patients, who are more likely to deal with 
stress around housing and other issues related to lack 
of income.

Financial support from the Jackson Care Connect and 
AllCare coordinated care organizations, which man-
age Oregon Health Plan patients, has helped La Clinica 
bring this program to its health centers.Jessica Knuepel

How does a community move to true wellness?  A personal-development seminar program La Clinica 
began offering in 2016 may provide part of the answer.

La Clinica early last year purchased Eugene-based Wings Seminars and incorporated the business into La Clinica’s 
nonprofit organization, for the first time offering a program to the general community before patients. The 
organization is interested in expanding this program to patients in 2017-18. Life coaching and personal develop-
ment resources are out of financial reach for many people. 

Danni Swafford, a patient who attended one of the seminars to help shape the program, was surprised at how 

Wings Seminars Program deepens wellness approach

(Continued on back)

Standing at the grill at Medford’s popular Wok 
Star food truck, Quinton Cutting-Johnson doesn’t look 
like a guy who was once behind—way behind—on his 
dental checkups.

“I probably hadn’t been to the dentist in eight or 10 
years,” he acknowledged. That was before last sum-
mer, when he connected with hygienist Keela Sutton 
during one of La Clinica’s community dental visits. 
What Sutton saw when she looked inside his mouth: 
teeth in serious need of cleaning and advanced gum 
disease, the kind that can result in lost teeth and, 
eventually, dentures.

Getting back to dental care “was not one of those 
things I would have thought of,” Cutting-Johnson says 
now. “My teeth looked good and didn’t hurt, but they 
were actually pretty bad. You guys probably saved my 
teeth.”

In 2016, La Clinica reached more than 100 patients 
like Cutting-Johnson through expansion of its dental 
outreach program. These community residents received 
dental education, screening for oral health issues, and 
referral to dental clinics as needed. The approach is a 
way for La Clinica to extend care to new patients even 
as its 34-chair East Medford Dental Clinic is at capacity.

In 2017, the organization will expand the approach 
with new partners at senior centers, after-school  
programs, and others.

Despite La Clinica’s large dental clinic and the addition 
of some dental coverage through the Oregon Health 
Plan, La Clinica estimates many Jackson County resi-
dents continue to lack adequate dental care. Financial 
and access issues remain, but one more piece of the 
puzzle is helping patients understand that the health  
of their mouths matters. 

Quinton Cutting-Johnson
Community-based dental 

La Clinica grows to help meet need

Caring for the whole: how La Clinica's services grew in 2016

Danni Swafford

Language: 26% of patients are best served in a language other than English.

Patients Served: 30,186   Total Patient Visits: 155,098   

6,283 patients are homeless

2,774 patients are migrant or seasonal farmworkers

1,008 patients are veterans

830 patients live in public housing/affordable housing
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